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From the Vicar

From the Team 3

Well who would have thought at the

beginning of the year that we would be

in the situation we now find ourselves. It

just goes to show you how much can

change in such a short amount of time.

We have had to adapt to a new way of

doing things and look to do ministry in a

variety of ways during the recent

lockdowns. And now particularly as we

look to meet for worship once again.

As we now prepare to celebrate

Christmas in only a few weeks time we

are probably dealing with a variety of

emotions. Without our usual lead up to

Christmas it is easy to feel slightly

disjointed. And though that can be a

negative thing, it can also be an

opportunity to reflect on Christmas in a

different way. Because of course the

Christmas story offers us some hope and

vision when we may be feeling

disjointed.

It contains as it’s central message that

though the world and the things around

us can seem out of place or even

frightening we are not alone.

For just as the Angels reassured Mary

and the Shepherds to not be afraid, God

reassures us that whatever it is we are

going through we are not to be afraid.

We are to trust that God will be with us

just as he was with that Holy Family on

that Christmas Day 2000 years ago. My

hope is that as we gather once more we

may all experience the Christmas story

afresh.

And finally I want to take the

opportunity to thank you all for your

continued support of the ministry of All

Saint’s and particularly I want to thank

the Vestry and Warden’s for their

guidance through this challenging time.

Have a very Merry Christmas and a

Happy New Year. Blessings, Jordan

Well it’s been a funny ol’ year. Like many, I was

pleased to welcome in a new year, 2021, in the

anticipation that this was going to be better than

the last. It couldn’t get worse, or could it? Now as

the year comes to an end, we have found that yes,

it was worse. Somehow we weathered the lock

downs last year much better. The final straw this

time was the 100+ days towards the end the year.

People were sick of having their workplace invade

their private space (their home). Parents, or

grandparents, were over the home schooling.

Depression or just plan inertia hit many people. It

was almost a feeling of “why bother?”.

However we are a resilient lot. Most have followed

the rules and got vaccinated in the hope of a safer,

freer future. We are now ready to go and enjoy the

summer. Many are looking forward to catching up

with families outside of Auckland. Sadly the wait

to catch up with families overseas is a bit longer.

As we watch the news of covid overseas we have a

lot to be grateful for. However that could be a

hard sell to those who are struggling financially

or mentally. Theologically this raised many

questions for me. Is there a purpose behind this?

Is God angry with us for the way we are treating

his creation. Is this the way of curbing world

population? Or this man’s cruel creation let loose

on the world? There are plenty of topics for

consideration and debate.We at All Saints have

been indeed fortunate to have been able to

continue our Sunday services, albeit online. These

have given us food for thought, comfort and lifted

us spiritually.

As I listen to the sermons, watching the birds in

our Puriri tree, While it’s been a long time since

we’ve been able to meet in person, for our church

to operate in the usual way, groups meet and fund

raising take place, we have still been able to

communicate with each other. We’ve even enjoyed

catching up with others at a couple of “morning

teas” via zoom. This would not have been possible

during the last pandemic.

Sadly Karen McGiffen returned to Hawkes Bay

recently and we were unable to personally

farewell her and thank her for everything she

brought to our community. We will always

remember her joy and support she gave to our

many events and particularly her culinary skills.

Vestry has continued to operate and guide us

through the year. Yes finances are down, but we

have had a bit of maintenance done on the

properties and generally everything is operating

as normal. Our thanks go to all those people who

are now paying their offertories electronically.

Thank you to all vestry members for continuing

their work on our behalf, to Jeannie our secretary

and Graeme our treasurer. Adapting to technology

has been easier for some but we have got there in

the end. Special thanks must go to Jordan for his

support and comfort over this challenging year.

Our online services and prayers have been

gratefully received. And yet again, I am looking

forward to a better year next year!

Blessings to you all,

Jean Green, People’s Warden
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Stewardship, yes it’s tough!
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A question we have heard more

often this year “How is it

going?”….”Its tough!” a frequent

response. Some people in the

parish have asked how our

finances are when we cant

operate as a community of faith

in our usual manner?…”Yes, its

tough” would be my reply, so let

me explain.

Our church income is derived

from:

Regular giving - auto payments

from your bank, envelopes and

cash.

Fundraising - church fair, quiz

night, parish dinner, trading

table, etc.

Rental - house rental and hall

hire.

With no services (maybe to the

end of the year), envelope and

cash giving stops and that’s a

shortfall of $5,500 from August to

December. With no fundraising

for the remainder of the year, the

quiz night, the trading table and

a second fair would have given

raised another $5000.

With no hall hire from August to

December we miss out on another

$3500. So in total we have a

potential budgeted income

shortfall of about $14,000 for

2021

To operate the church we have a

number of expenses that we can’t

avoid, these are: Vicar’s stipend,

rates, insurance, utilities (power,

gas water, phone, internet),

cleaning, general expenses, safety

& security. While utilities

cleaning and general expenses

are low when the church and hall

are not used, the rest we pay

regardless.

Continued next page
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Because we have very old buildings (church,
hall, vicarage, rental house) our largest
expense is repairs and maintenance of these.
We had planned to do quite a lot on our
buildings this year and started with painting
the hall.

To comply with healthy homes legislation we
have also had to install heat pumps in the
vicarage and rental house and there are
ongoing maintenance issues as older buildings
tend to have. Our repairs and maintenance
budget for this year was $20,000, we have
spent $17,000 already and are trying to avoid
additional outgoings.

So if we look at the overall end of year picture
the -$10,000 (deficit) we budgeted for is more
likely to be in excess of -$20,000, yes “it’s
tough”. The most painful part of this is that we
haven’t been able to put money in to
community outreach projects either. To
minimise the shortfall we need more income
and the only way we will achieve this is
through giving. So if we look at the overall end
of year picture the -$10,000 (deficit) we
budgeted for is more likely to be in excess of -
$20,000, yes “it’s tough”.
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The most painful part of this is that we haven’t

been able to put money in to community outreach

projects either. To minimise the shortfall we need

more income and the only way we will achieve this

is through giving.

If you usually make offerings by envelopes or cash

please consider moving to auto-payments (weekly

or monthly) which are easy to set up on-line with

your bank or from your mobile phone if you have

internet banking. For example if you usually give

$10 per week, from August to December (20

weeks) you would have given $200, consider

making that a lump sum payment.

If you already make offerings through auto-

payment then consider upping these. For example

$5 is only one cup of takeaway coffee per week.

Let me end this with an excerpt out of the daily

(morning) devotions from the NZ Prayer Book.

“E Te whanau. Sparse sowing, meagre reaping;

But if we are generous, bountiful will be the

harvest. So let us give what we can, Not with a

sense of regret, nor from a sense of duty.

God loves a cheerful giver”.



Poem: BC : AD
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Bev Nielsen 

2 This was the moment when Before

Turned into After, and the future's

Uninvented timekeepers presented arms.

This was the moment when nothing

Happened.  Only dull peace

Sprawled boringly over the earth.

This was the moment when even energetic Romans

Could find nothing better to do

Than counting heads in remote provinces.

And this was the moment

When a few farm workers and three

Members of an obscure Persian sect

Walked haphazard by starlight straight

Into the kingdom of heaven.

U. A. Fanthorpe.

The Oxford Book of Christmas Poems / edited by Michael Harrison and Christopher Stuart-Clark.  Oxford : OUP, 
1973.



Outreach
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When we did the Healthy Church

process earlier in the year we

identified many areas of growth.

One of those areas that we

highlighted was that of Outreach to

the community. Many felt like that

they didn’t know what outreach we

did as a Parish. So I thought it

would be a good idea to share with

you all the different forms of

outreach that we do. Some of it is

what the Church does and offers to

the public. Others are groups which

meet and offer something to the

community. If I have missed any

please let me know! We hope to be

able to reengage with the Healthy

Church Process in 2021 where we

are looking to connect with religious

communities, volunteer in the

hospital and start to think of other

ways we can offer outreach to the

community around us.

We would love to be able to add to the

list!

ANZAC services 

Annual Christmas carol 

singing for city mission

Birkenhead historical week

Church fair

Days for girls sewing group

New Settlers group –

English conversation group

Scouts Group

Contribute to Beachhaven

Foodbank, Salvation Army 

and City Mission.

Pastoral care 

Community Hall / 

community space

Choir & Services 

Church Library 

Services in Retirement 

villages 

Men and Women’s breakfast

Funerals, Baptisms and 

weddings

Trading table

Mid-Winter dinner and Quiz 

Night
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During Advent we prepare to celebrate the
coming of Jesus, Son of God, into the world as a
baby, through the same perilous process that all
of us went through to get born and raised by
human parents. How much honour do we
Protestants give to Mary, the teenage mother
who was given the responsibility of bearing and
nurturing this child in his vulnerable youth?

Her name in Hebrew was Miriam, named after
the mother of Moses, the one who led the
Israelites out of captivity in Egypt – a notable
parallel.

We don’t have to deify Mary to recognise that she
must have been a remarkably tough and
courageous young woman for her time, to accept
an unexpected pregnancy before marriage, to ride
a donkey on a long journey while heavily
pregnant, and then to give birth on straw among
animals in a stable! (Presumably Joseph
supported her in the delivery.)
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She was the first teacher of Jesus, with a

radical mind of her own, if we acknowledge

her as the author of the Magnificat. She

was also Jesus’ role-model of a woman,

from whom he learned to respect, love and

trust women, such that he made close

friends with them, and included them in

his inner circle of disciples. Mary must

have wondered often about this gifted child

as she watched him grow into a fine young

man, and become ever more single-minded

about his teaching of the Kingdom of God.

We are told that “she treasured” his

activities in her heart; but also feared for

his safety at times.

Margaret Bowater 

2. Honoring Mary at Christmas 
Tide
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Mary followed him in some of his

walking travels, being probably a widow

by then, witnessing his healings and his

clever interactions with the Pharisees.

She even stayed nearby watching

through the terrible process of his

crucifixion, which must have broken her

heart. Jesus dying in agony still made

the effort to hand over care for her to his

beloved disciple John. She was probably

among the women who came to his tomb

to anoint his body for burial; and in the

Upper Room when he appeared to his

gathered disciples.

Christmas is a time to honour Mary

for her essential role in the Incarnation

of Christ.



Mother’s Union
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All Mother's Union members wish Revd Jordan and

all of the Parish a very Blessed Christmas Tide and

a Healthy New Year.

A special thank you to Graeme and Jeannie for

sorting out our banking with all these new ideas,

many thanks.

We send our Christmas Blessings to all the groups

belonging to the Church. We as your Mothers

Union Group are here to help and support All

Saints and Revd Jordan please always let us know

if we can help you.

Happy and Joyful Christmas Tide.

Pamela Ferry.

Mothers Union Leader.



3. A message from 
across the sea!

During lockdown many people viewed our
services and enjoyed been connected
through worship from outside the Parish.

To Reverend Jordan Greatbatch and
the parishioners of All Saint’s
Birkenhead. Thank you for sharing
to your Waiheke Outpost! (the
parishioners of St Andrews-by-the-
Sea). For me, 'attending' the
Services from the Prayer book, in
the traditional way, has been
comforting, calming, and the
sermons inspirational.

Cynthia Todd.
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St Andrews by the Sea, Waiheke Island 



3. Some Experiences 
Relating to Ephesus
Eric Bowater

We visited the ruins of this ancient city in
September 2005 as part of a Trafalgar tour of
Turkey. It is located inland, in about the centre
of the western bulge of Asia Minor/Turkey. It
used to be a very important and bustling seaport
centre of commerce and culture, but its river
port silted up and it now sits about 5 km from
the Aegean Sea coast, on which is also located
the modern Turkish cruise-ship port of
Kusadasi. From 200 to 1400 CE it underwent a
steady decline and was finally abandoned. Our
bus approached the site, cradled in an elevated valley,
from the east.

As we walked down the paved street the most
prominent feature was the 2-storeyed white
marble remains of the Library of Celsus. This
was one of the famous five ancient libraries
which attracted scholars (the others being
Alexandria, Athens, Constantinople and
Ninevah).

12

Margaret, a modern Ephesus scholar
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We also saw the temple of Artemis/Diana, the huge 25,000-seat

Roman amphiteatre, the upper and lower agoras (plazas for

conducting business and politics), shops and houses, and even the

luxurious marble seats of the communal public latrines (which I

tried sitting on!). A lot more archaeological investigation is still

underway.

Just outside of Ephesus was a reconstruction of the site of the

“Virgin Mary’s House” where she is believed to have spent her

later years with the Apostle John.

St Paul’s “Letter to the Ephesians” in the New Testament was

written about 60 CE while he was imprisoned in Rome. He had

earlier visited (probably about 50 CE) and preached to the little

Christian community there, and narrowly escaped a riotous

uproar instigated by the silversmiths of the Goddess Artemis who

feared loss of business. His Ephesians letter was intended to

expand the Christalogical understanding of the recipients.

Margaret and I have just finished studying a little book written by

American Christian teacher and activist Bert Newton, titled

“Subversive Wisdom: Sociopolitical Dimensions of John’s Gospel”.

Newton makes the case that although Apostle John (the disciple

whom Jesus loved) had an intimate knowledge of Palestinian and

Jewish geography, customs and religious ideas, the Gospel is

primarily addressed to an audience of Judeans and others living in

Ephesus in the late 1st or early 2nd Century.

It uses the stories and events about Jesus that happened 70 years

earlier to give reassurance and challenge to this community to

stay steadfast or to engage more fully with the new faith despite

Roman persecution and the hostility of some Jewish leaders trying

to expel them from the synagogue.

After the destruction of the Temple and the city of Jerusalem by

the Romans in 70 CE, the Jewish diaspora turned to their Torah

for salvation. John presents Jesus as a much greater Torah, and

the embodiment of a new Israel.

The Roman Empire’s propaganda proclaimed the Emperor to be

divine, son of the Gods and Imperial Shepherd of the people. The

message of John subversively proclaims Jesus as “the only Son of

God” with powers far above those of the Roman rulers, gained by

the subversive victory of the cross. Jesus presents a counterculture

which turns the world upside down, without hierarchy, washing

each other’s feet, looking after the poor, without gender or ethnic

divide, egalitarian, and being “The Way, the Truth and the Life”.

Newton tries to show that the Fourth Gospel presents a wider

perspective on the Christian faith than that of individual piety and

salvation. We found his argument quite compelling: to try and be

quietly subversive and questioning of the world we find ourselves

in, in our own time and place.



3. Sacred Spaces

Margaret Jones’ Sister

Although brought up as an Anglican I no longer attend
church; however this does not prevent me from visiting
churches, especially when on holiday. Admittedly these vary
in denomination, and some of the temples I have visited have
been magnificent, and some of the chapels are quite plain, but
all have a wonderful feeling of tranquillity and peace.

I should start with the church I attended as a child. St
Mary’s, Birkenhead was built on the site of a Benedictine
Priory. The Priory, dating from 1150 was just a ruin although
the Chapter House had been restored and is still a
consecrated chapel in occasional use. That whole site is an
historic monument now. The early monks were granted a
ferry licence across the River Mersey to Liverpool, by Edward
11 in 1318.

As a child, walking passed the ruins would feel quite creepy!

St. Mary’s church was quite large and black. Hanging near
the organ was the White Ensign of HMS Birkenhead.
Carrying troops, officers and their families to the Kafir Wars,
it was wrecked on rocks just off the coast near Cape Town
in1852. There were insufficient lifeboats, so the Colonel
ordered his troops to stand firm whilst the women and
children escaped. Then, when the Captain told them to jump
overboard, the Colonel countermanded the order as he feared
the troops would rush the lifeboats and swamp them. So they
stood in orderly lines until the ship went down. This gave rise
to the words, ‘Women and Children first’ and to the term
‘Birkenhead Drill’ in Rudyard Kipling’s poem, describing
courage in the face of hopeless circumstances.

14

Birkenhead tower and Priory 
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I grew up with this story and I used to look at the

flag, grey with age and almost in tatters, and wonder

which of the survivors had thought to rescue the

flag. It was not until I Googled it that I found it was

the flag of a second, replacement HMS Birkenhead.

It had been presented to the church after the 1914-

18 war by the Captain, having been flown by the

ship at the surrender of the German High Seas

Fleet. All those hours that I had spent, thinking of

the terrible fate of the people on board instead of

listening to the sermon, had been wasted.

Sadly St Mary’s was deconsecrated in 1974. The

building of the Mersey Tunnel in 1925 had cut it off

from most of its congregation, and the extension of

the docks had taken a good part of its graveyard.

Shortly after this, part of it was demolished as it was

dangerous, and now only the tower and part of one

wall remain. The tower is a memorial to the

submarine Thetis.

The White Ensign seems to have gone missing at

this time.

HMS Birkenhead
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But there are other wonderful churches, much bigger and more

famous, such as St Peter’s in Rome. The first time I visited this

wonderful place, although impressed with the size of it, and the

paintings and statues, it was the Pieta which had the most effect

on me. Then one could get quite close to it and walk around it. It

was smaller than I had expected, but so beautiful. It was shortly

after I returned to New Zealand that someone shot at it. I

remember reading about this and feeling intensely sad and

shocked. Now when you visit it, the statue is behind armoured

glass. It still tugs the heartstrings but it is not the same.

When we visited Vietnam we saw many temples and pagodas of

many different religions and rarely a tour passed without a

temple or two. Vietnam is mainly a Buddhist country but there

is freedom of religion. Having been occupied by many races

there are many religious influences, Hinduism , Confucianism,

Islam, and more recently Caodaism and Catholicism. Thus the

temples and shrines are very varied, colourful and beautifully

decorated. It was in

The first temple we visited that we saw the crane, symbolizing

wisdom, standing on the turtle, symbolizing longevity; something

that we saw many times later.

China provided us with more temples. One memorable one was

the Lama Temple which is the largest Tibetan Temple in Beijing.

There are several buildings each with its own statue of Buddha.

The last building holds the world’s largest wooden Buddha

carved out of one piece of timber. We couldn’t see this as that

particular temple was closed but we knew it was there because

there was a plaque on the wall outside saying it was in the

Guinness Book of Records, which struck me as quite

incongruous…..a Temple applying to the Guinness Book of

Records?

In Hangzhou the Buddhist Lingyin Si or Temple of the Soul’s

Retreat was our first stop. It has an interesting history, having

been built in 326AD but destroyed and rebuilt many times. The

present buildings dates from the Quing dynasty and, despite all,

have survived. The Japanese, when they invaded, never destroyed

Temples and its survival during the Cultural Revolution was due to

Chou En Lai. There was a confrontation between those who wished

to save the temple and those who wished to destroy it. Chou En Lai

felt it was a national historical treasure so he sent his soldiers who

pasted photographs of Chairman Mao onto the forehead of all the

statues. The Red Guard would not touch them. The monks,

however, were sent to work in the fields and in the early 1970s a

few were allowed back.

Lama Temple, Beijing 
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The Temple itself followed the usual style and was very ornate. There is

also another building with 500, bigger than life size, bronze statues of

the Buddha’s disciples, all with different faces and expressions.

I will finish with another church in England. Margaret and I were

staying in Ely and we took off for a drive to the north. On the way to

King’s Lynn we passed through the small village of Walpole St. Andrew

and spotted a small church there, with the most enormous copper beech

tree in the churchyard. We decided to look at the church.

It was a lovely old country church but the feature that amazed us was

that there were nine steps up to the sanctuary. There was a lady

arranging flowers so we asked her about this and here is the story.

Many years previously they needed to enlarge the church. The only

direction possible was to the east but behind the east wall was a public

footpath or right-of-way. These paths are sacrosanct in Britain. There

was only one thing to be done.

The path was lowered and the end of the church was built over it but the

sanctuary floor had to be set much higher than the nave.

All this resulted in there being nine steps between chancel and

sanctuary (a priest with his wits about him would have made sure he

had enough bread/wine to avoid a return journey to the altar).

The arch over the footpath had iron rings set in the wall so that

parishioners could tie up their horses while they attended service.

St Andrew’s Walpole



3. Library Corner:
Proof of Heaven

Margaret Bowater

One of the shelves in our Parish
Library contains a selection of books
about Grief, Death and Dying. As
followers of Jesus Christ, we believe
that Jesus demonstrated in his
Resurrection that death is not the end
of the story of our life, but a gateway
into another realm of existence
(variously named, including heaven,
nirvana, paradise, purgatory, even
Jesus’ phrase “many mansions.”)
Throughout history, the Church has
kept records of sone 70 examples of
men who have reportedly died and
come back to life with visions of sacred
people and places while they were “out
of body.” (See C.Zaleski, “Otherworld
Journeys.”)

18

In recent years, there has been an explosion of

written records in books and specialised websites,

recording hundreds of thousands of “Near-Death-

Experiences,” ranging from a few minutes long to

several days, from many different cultures. While

most occur without warning, many of them have been

carefully researched and verified by medical staff,

interviewing people who had recovered from

resuscitation after a heart attack.
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A typical pattern emerged, of finding oneself

outside of the body, free of pain, moving

through a dark tunnel or space towards a

brilliant light, meeting a Being of Light, maybe

glimpsing a beautiful landscape, and being

turned back to re-enter the body in its struggle

for life. After such an experience, survivors say

they no longer fear death.

I have heard many examples reported in the

dream workshops I lead; but the most

remarkable example I have come across is the

story of Dr Eben Alexander, a Harvard

neurosurgeon, who at 54 suffered a near-fatal

attack of cerebral meningitis in 2008 in

Virginia, USA. He tells the story in “Proof of

Heaven – a Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the

Afterlife,” which is in our library. He was in

hospital in a coma for a week, while the doctors

fought to save his life, and the monitoring

equipment showed that although his heart was

pumping, his neocortex had become totally

non-functional. He was expected to die; but

against all odds, he finally woke up – and

began to recover his brain function.

Then he began to remember a long visionary experience

he had been involved in. He couldn’t have imagined it, as

his brain was out of action, yet it felt intensely real. At

first he’d been in a murky, fearful place; then he was

caught up in a kind of spinning wheel of light and music,

accompanied by an angelic figure, riding over a beautiful

landscape – then through more amazing scenes – into a

dazzling Core of Love and Knowledge – and a process of

going in and out of it all – till he came back abruptly into

his body. Later, after recovering, he struggled to find

language to describe the experiences he had been

through, but his story incorporates many of the range of

different experiences reported by other Near-Death

survivors. Yet he had been totally skeptical of such

stories before this, like most of his colleagues. Read his

account for yourself, and look him up on Google to hear

him speak about it.

I recommend this book because it is not only an

authentic account of a profound spiritual journey, but

also a careful summary of the medical process that went

on in the hospital, and the support of his family around

him. The final chapters include a solid set of arguments

refuting the criticisms aimed at him by skeptical

scientists, and expressing his belief that in and beyond
this life we are all connected with the Divine.
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Shelley Miller Interiors and Designs

INSPIRATION

If a kitchen renovation is at the top of your list, it

could be time to check out Shelley Miller Designs at

Meridian Joinery Limited. Our Philosophy is “You

dream it, we will create it”. With more than 30 years

combined experience, we will guide you through the

many choices available to create your dream kitchen,

from classic to contemporary. Project managed from

concept plan to installation. Appliances at commercial

prices.

KITCHENS       

BATHROOMS          

INTERIORS

Phone: Shelley:  09 441 7289   - Mobile: 027 283 

3735 

email: shelleymillerdesigns@meridian.org.nz

TRADE ME
Geoff Newton (480 8538), with help from Rachel

Haggie (444 1438), continues to raise funds by selling

goods on TradeMe. You can donate goods for auction or

Geoff will sell on your behalf with a small commission

(minimum of 10% for larger items) going to church

funds.

GIVING TO THE PARISH
The ministry of All Saints is only possible by your generosity. If you would

like to join the envelope system, or to set up a direct debit, in order to

claim a tax rebate on your giving, please contact the parish office.

You can also give directly to our bank account number:

12-3035-0541134-00. Please ID your payment with your name in order to

receive a receipt, which can be used to claim the government rebate (one

third of your donations).

https://allsaintsbirkenheadanglican.com/
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=https://www.facebook.com/allsaintsbirkenhead&event=video_description&redir_token=ArB-vpLdgtRByYO0FDHt-Fzkc5p8MTU4ODQ3MjQ0NEAxNTg4Mzg2MDQ0&v=WGbliX7m-U4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8pWeiW4rF-ytqitrCJDEaQ

